SWANLAND PRIMARY SCHOOL

Planning for Academic Year 2017-2018
Year 3
Autumn
Literacy

Vcop, (commas, adverbs,
tense, pronouns,conjunctions,
paragraphs, root words,
suffixes), Dictionaries,
Reading comprehension,
poems, Letter writing,
Recounts, Descriptions of
the Rainforest, Rainforest
factfiles,

Maths

Spring

Summer

VCOP, (root words, clauses

VCOP, (fronted adverbials,

and conjunctions,

using a comma after a

prepositions, direct speech

fronted adverbial), Shape

and inverted commas,

poems, Non-fiction,

possesive apostrophe),

Superheroes, Playscripts,

Poems, Dictionaries, The

Comic strips, Reading

Stone age Boy, Ug,

comprehension, Non-

Boudicca, Play scripts,

narrative, Fact-files

Speech, Letter writing,
Recount,

Number, Place value,

Roman numerals,

Geometry, x tables,

addition, x tables,

multiplication and division,

statistics, word problems,

partitioning, column addition,

3D and 2D shapes, weight,

column subtraction, money,

length, capacity, time,

word problems

fractions, word problems, x

consolidation

tables, consolidation
French

Greetings and introducing
yourself

Celebrations

The four friends story

Portraits ( describing people)

(animals)
Buying food

Games and songs (using
numbers 1-20 )
Science

Animals and their habitats in

Rocks and fossils, compare

the rainforest

ands group, describe and

Food chains

explain differences and

Human and animal skeleton

similarities, how fossils are

and muscles

made, what soil is made

Plants, trees, different parts,

from.

requirements, life cycle

Volcanoes and earthquakes,
locate and name, how
created
Forces and Magnets,
investigations

ICT

Control, programming,

Use of Internet interactive

Collecting data and

debugging, LOGO, Scratch,

resources linked to history

presenting it

Introduction to Publisher and

areas

Introduction to Powerpoint,

Word, E-safety

Internet research

Use of Word and Publisher

PowerPoint

Internet research

Using Microsoft Word and

E-safety

Publisher
E-safety
RE
Design and
Technology

Rituals, Remembering

Faith founders

Encounters

Design and make rainforest

Stone Age crafts, cave

Develop product fit for

shoe box

paintings, jewellery, thumb

purpose

Design and make a rainforest

pots and coil pots,

Understand seasonality and

fruit smoothie

arrowheads,

prepare and cook

Bronze Age weaving

Superhero clothing

Roman mosaics
History

Black History Week

Timeline of British History,
Stone Age, Bronze Age, Iron
Age, Romans, Boudicca,
Roman Legacy, link Roman
invasion to our area

Geography

Countries, major towns,

Location on UK Map of

Study a region of the UK

rivers and cities of the UK.

Roman Invasion

(not local area)

Continents on a World map

Map of Roman Empire

8 compass points

Settlement and trade links

Capital cities in European

countries
Using a key on a map
Products from the rainforest
Art

The colour wheel

Cave paintings using chalk

Art linked to multi-cultural

Study an artist – Ruth

and charcoal

week

Daniels

Stone Age crafts

Winter trees on canvas

Study of an artist - Lowry

Use of water colours to
develop paintings of leaves
and scenes.
Oil pastel
Music

Learning key music

Investigation of Roman

Improvisation on a musical

terminology

instruments and music

instrument

Singing

Singing preparation for the

Glockenspiel work

Christmas carols

Year 3 and Year 4 play

Becoming familiar with the 8

Glockenspiel work

musical notes and their
names
PE

Football skills

Cricket

Gymnastics

Netball skills

Rugby

Hockey

Dodgeball

Athletic skills

Orienteering
PSHCE

Rounders

Being a ‘Junior’!

Understand why rules and

Our Bodies

Health and Wellbeing

laws were made

Lives of people living in other

Anti-Bullying

Understand role money plays

places

Understand role money plays

in our lives and how to

National, regional and ethnic

in our lives and how to

manage money

religious identities in Uk

Brigantium fort – Roman for

Visitor from Hull Uni looking

a day

at fossils

manage money
Visits and
Visitors

Tropical World

